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Brachypodium distachyon Transformation Experiment Requests 

- If there are no negative effects on plant regeneration as a result of expression or
knockout of the gene of interest, then the expected recovery per experiment is 5 - 10
independent transgenic lines.

- The B. distachyon genotype used for transformation experiments is Bd21-3.
- We only accept constructs made with vectors that contain the hpt selectable marker

gene for hygromycin resistance in plants.
- We root putative transgenic lines on selection medium.  Plants that root are moved

forward as independent lines.  We do not do PCR analysis as part of this work.
- Transgenic lines will be provided as rooted plants in test tubes.

Items required from the person who placed the request: 

- Complete one transformation request form for each construct. The form can be
accessed at https://btiscience.org/transformation-request.

- Send at least 5 ul of plasmid DNA in water at a concentration of 50 – 200 ng/ul
- Integrity of the construct(s) needs to be verified.
- Provide FedEx account # to cover the cost of shipping your transgenic lines.
- Soon after placing a request, apply for an interstate movement permit (BRS Notification)

for genetically engineered plants through:
https://www.aphis.usda.gov/aphis/resources/permits

o Select “ePermits” to start the process of acquiring an interstate movement
permit (BRS Notification) under “Biotechnology Permits”

o Here is another link with helpful information for applying for an interstate
movement of genetically engineered material:

http://www.aphis.usda.gov/biotechnology/downloads/permit_guidance.pdf 
- After you receive the permit, provide permit documentation (application and interstate

movement permit/acknowledgment letter) in pdf format to Qingzhen Jiang at
qj37@cornell.edu.

Please acknowledge the BTI Center for Plant Biotechnology Research in publications 
that result from work based on transgenic lines we provided.  The url for the Boyce 
Thompson Institute is: btiscience.org 
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Please note: 
As we all know, research does not always go according to plan. Every effort will be made to 

recover transgenic lines, however, if unforeseen obstacles arise, your request might be delayed 
or not be completed with delivery of transgenic lines. Based on our experience, these obstacles 
might include the following: a gene of interest that results in lethality or affects plant 
development, seeds that contain a contaminant that is difficult to eradicate, a construct 
containing a selectable marker gene that is not efficiently expressed due to cloning errors or the 
promoter. Often times, it is well into a transformation experiment before it can be determined 
there is a problem, which could be after a significant amount of time and effort have already 
been invested. To defray the expenses of this effort and any troubleshooting necessary to 
determine the problem, 25 – 50% of the per-construct fee will be charged depending upon the 
effort (labor and supplies) invested. 




